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Re-packing the DSM Safety Banner
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1. Allow the DSM safety banner to freely hang
from the carrier.
2. Insure that the bungee cord is free of kinks and
flows through the grommets holes without kinks
or twists, place the corners of the DSM Safety
Banner together.
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8. Insert the “lower end” (opposite of the grab
handle) of the rolled banner into the carrier,
insuring that the grab handle is on top of the
banner when sitting in the carrier.

3. Insure that the “grab handle” is in the midposition of the DSM Safety banner.
4. Grab the DSM Safety banner (about where
the “I” in police) and fold banner in half, towards
the user.
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9. Fold the flap of the carrier over the banner to
close making sure that no part of the banner is
visible from the carrier. (This carrier was specially
designed to totally conceal the DSM Safety
Banner and appear as an everyday cell phone
holder).
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Alternative Deployment method
5. Now using your fingers begin to roll the DSM
Safety banner towards the user.
6. When this is approx. 5-6” left in the banner to
roll, take the “banner grab handle” and fold it 90
degrees from the banner.
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1.Open pouch
2. Identify and grab “the grab handle” (vinyl
tube surrounding the DSM Safety banner)
straight up, allowing the banner to unravel.
3. Allowing some slack in the banner, bring the
palm side of your hand to the top of your head
and feed your head through the loophole in
the banner.
4. Release the banner allowing it to rest on
the opposite shoulder then place your support
arm/hand through the opening of the banner.

7. Continue to roll the banner (this should leave
the grab handle sitting on “top end” of the rolled
banner)

5. Run hand over the banner to insure that it
is readable.

